
🙌 Empowering Participation: 
A User-Centered Approach to Low-Stakes Edit-a-thons



👋 I’m Michelle Chin

● User experience designer

● ❤ solving problems and empowering people

● 🦀 from Maryland in the United States, but 
currently in Oakland, California

● Wikipedia: dcskagirl (I love ska music! 🏁)



Today’s talk
● Overview of user-centered 

design (UCD)

● Using UCD to create an 
edit-a-thon

● Top tips

● Resources 



User-centered design 
User-centered design is a process to 
create solutions while keeping the 
user in mind.

🤔 We think about their backgrounds, 
goals, needs, how people work or 
think, and so on to influence how we 
craft solutions.
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User-centered design process

Research + 
Empathize

Define + 
Design

Test + 
Iterate Implement



The problems I was trying to solve

“How can we get more content 
about women in tech in Wikipedia?

How can we get
more people to contribute?”



 Research + 👂Empathize

Research - asking people (“users”) 
questions that can help provide 
context and shed light on why things 
might be or how things can be 
improved.

Empathize - Listening to what people 
say, picturing yourself in their 
position, and understanding their 
perspectives. 



 Research + 👂Empathize

Questions to ask

● Would you be interested in improving 
Wikipedia?

● Have you edited Wikipedia before?

● What’s prevented you from editing?

● Would you like to learn?

● What questions do you have about 
editing?

Feedback I received

● I tried editing years ago, but it 
was too difficult.

● I wasn’t sure where to start - I 
had no idea what the process 
was like.

● I’m intimidated! I don’t really 
think I know enough about 
anything to add content.



📏 Define + Design

Define - Based on your research, 
identify how you might approach your 
solution. Ask yourself:

“Is how I’m defining a solution 
address the problem AND meet the 
needs of the people?”

Design - With the focus defined, think 
about the solution you’ll want to take.

● One solution - try it and see how 
it goes

● Many solutions - brainstorm 
several, get feedback from 
people, and try 1-2 out



📏 Define + Design

Focus on beginners - no 
experience editing

Virtual, edit-a-thon 
workshop

Identify ways to keep the 
momentum going

Online presentation that’s both 
education and working session

Creating ways for 
continued contribution

Creating an account

Editing guidelines

Easy editing options

Gathering resources

Live demo

Reduce intimidation!



📐 Overall Design Approach

Focused on removing the pressure of 
contributing:

● 🆕 Emphasize beginners — 
creating an account and listening 
in is OK!

● 💬 Provide just the right amount 
of info — around the importance 
of editing and guidelines around 
editing.

● 🏆 Make it super easy for 
people to edit successfully — 
nothing complicated, they have 
some pages they can 
edit/create, they have resources.



The Project: Wikipedia Edit-a-thon for Women in Tech

Basics

● 1-hour workshop

● Theme: amplifying women in 
tech; specifically authors from 
UX/design, development, data 
fields.



The Project: Wikipedia Edit-a-thon for Women in Tech

The importance of contributing

● Showed data

● Who uses Wikipedia + why

● Aimed to get people excited 
about editing



The Project: Wikipedia Edit-a-thon for Women in Tech

Basic guidelines for contributions

● Policies

● Reliable sources



The Project: Wikipedia Edit-a-thon for Women in Tech

Areas that are great for beginners!

● Showed examples

● Spoke about how to find 
things, etc.

● Mentioned the benefits of 
making improvements



The Project: Wikipedia Edit-a-thon for Women in Tech

Live demo

● Demonstrated how to make 
those edits I just showed

● Worked in the sandbox - “the 
safe space”

● Showed how it’s OK to make 
mistakes and that I didn’t 
know everything



🧪 Test + Iterate

Test - where you take a “prototype” or 
draft and test it out with people. This 
pilot is a way to see how things will 
work.

Ask yourself: 

● Where are people doing well? 
Where are they struggling?

● Is the timing OK or is it too short 
or long?

● What’s unclear?



🧪 Test + Iterate

Iterate - based on the feedback and 
observations from your “pilot,” make 
improvements before implementing 
the real thing.



🧪 Test + Iterate

My pilot

● Internal mini edit-a-thon with 
co-workers

● Super helpful to work through 
logistics; there were a lot! (Tabs 
open, editing, slideshow view, 
and Zoom 😅)

Changes I made:

● Small tweaks to wording

● Change up some of the slide 
order

● Making time for people to set up 
an account



🚀 Implement

Implement - “final” stage of this 
process! This is where you try out 
your solution. 

Because your solution was 
user-centered and tested, it should go 
well! 



🚀 Implement

Hosted the Edit-a-thon on March 22, 
2023

● Almost 2 dozen attendees!

● Welcomed people into the world 
of editing! 💜



🤩 Top Tips (things that worked well)

● 🛫 Pilot - get comfortable with 
the logistics!

● 💜 Tie the event to something 
special - e.g., Women’s History 
Month

● 😝 Keep things fun - use emojis 
in slide decks

●  Show a live demo - including 
making mistakes

● 📚 Share the slide deck as a 
“reference” that people can look 
at during the event or later



👍 What could be improved

● ⏳ Finding time to keep the momentum going - Taking this on as a winter 
project 😉

● 🎤 Might have do multiple intro-sessions - making a recording available 
helps

● 😰 The list of pages that need editing/creating is overwhelming

● 🙌 Getting others to help me organize more edit-a-thons



📚 Resources

💪 Women-in-tech Edit-a-thon

● Edit-a-thon page: WP:AMP-WIT

● Slide deck (Google Slides)

● Recording on YouTube

🤝 Connect with me! I’m happy to 
answer any questions!

● Wikipedia: dcskagirl

● LinkedIn: michelletchin

● Twitter/X: @soysaucechin

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_zeroheight%27s_Amplify_series_-_Women_in_tech_(UX/Design,_Engineering,_and_Data_science)_Edit-a-thon
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16wPKBzA-VoAwFy3hR8gE8Jny3peZCM1lYnhdsdGtR-U/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/HYhZ4exUyiQ
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Dcskagirl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelletchin/
https://twitter.com/soysaucechin

